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Artist’s Biographies
Anne-Marie Culhane www.amculhane.co.uk

A Field of Wheat, 2015-2016 (image credit: Nathan Gibson/Gemma Thorpe (GKT))
Anne-Marie Culhane creates events, performances and long-term projects that invite people into active and
enquiring relationships with each other, the land and earth’s natural systems. She works as artist, activist and
collaborator across a range of disciplines. Her work takes place in outdoor spaces, community centres, parks,
in the street and sometimes in galleries and museums. She is constantly learning the art of collaboration and
co-production. She draws inspiration from the cycles of nature and seasons; environmental and ecological
concerns or questions and listening and responding to people, landscapes and particular sites, in cities, towns
and rural areas. Her work is framed within the context of a global climate and ecological emergency.
Culhane has undertaken a range of different public art commissions including: ‘FLOW’, 2017, a commission
for a consortium made up of the Environment Agency Flood Defence Scheme, Exeter City Council and
East Devon District Council in Exeter Valley Park, produced by Gingko Project. The commission included a
co-created 5km ribbon orchard running through Exeter and a new annual celebration for the trees, and a
performance ‘Running with Trees’, 2018. ‘Fruit Routes’, 2010 onwards, a commission from Loughborough
University creating an edible campus; the project was winner of the Guardian Newspaper Sustainable Project
Award 2014. ‘A Field of Wheat’, 2015 – 2016, the project involved working with Ruth Levene (artist) and
Peter Lundgren (farmer) and a collective of 42 people from diverse backgrounds over a year growing cycle
to explore the industrial food system from field to market, funded by Arts Council England, Dance 4 and
University of Lincoln.
Forthcoming in 2020/2021: ‘Walking Forest’, a Commission for Season For Change, by Arts Admin and Julie’s
Bicycle, exploring female activism in defence of the earth, forest ecosystems and suffragettes. ‘Tidelines’
working in her home town of Exmouth with artist/designer Jo Salterr to explore creative responses to the
changing marine and estuary environment at a time of climate and ecological emergency, funded by University
of Exeter as part of ERASMUS and Socially Engaged Universities fund.
Links
Watch an interview with Anne-Marie and artist Bob Levene about their collaborative commission ‘Time
Frame’, 2012 for National Media Museum, Bradford for the exhibition ‘In the Blink of An Eye: media and
movement’ www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ONAnGY2cAE
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Denman + Gould www.denmangould.com

Wildlife pods for affordable homes by Stonewater at Winterbourne Abbas in Dorset
Denman & Gould are Eleanor Goulding and Russell Denman. Our work explores ideas of community and the
connecting threads that knit people and places together. We seek to provide new perspectives on familiar
surroundings, illuminating layers of meaning and stimulating feelings of recognition and belonging.
We work to a high level of craftsmanship across many disciplines, including film, furniture, sculpture, textiles
and jewellery. While we are both artist-makers, Russell’s special interest is materials and techniques, while
Eleanor concentrates on themes and concepts. Functionality is central to our design process.
Our studio has an emphasis on public art and encompasses all aspects of making, from concept and design
through to project management and installation. As a collaborative practice, we share ideas and inspiration
with many other visual artists, writers, performers and filmmakers across the UK. Eleanor is also the lead
curator of FILM Dorset, a new countywide film festival that celebrates local communities (currently paused).
We make our work in a historic converted church near Sherborne. The building is a dual-purpose studio space
and events venue. Since moving to Dorset from Brighton in 2014, we have programmed an eclectic series of
screenings, workshops, talks and live performances.
We love to use natural materials and handcrafted methods, an approach demonstrated by our Wildlife Pods,
which Russell carved from locally sourced English oak. These were designed for an affordable housing
development in the Dorset Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. As well as adding aesthetic interest, the
pods support the local eco-system by providing shelter for birds and wild creatures alongside the new human
homes, creating an enhanced community of living beings.
Denman & Gould are currently working with ‘a space’ arts to deliver two public artworks. The first is for
Cumberland Place as part of the new Southampton Crossings student development. The second is a series
of bird pods and insect homes (as described above) at a development of affordable homes by Stonewater at
Winterbourne Abbas in Dorset.
Links
www.filmdorset.co.uk
Read about the public artworks they are developing for ‘a space’ arts here:
www.aspacearts.org.uk/news/cumberland-place-public-art-commission-nears-completion
www.aspacearts.org.uk/news/denman-gould-studio-visit
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Nayan Kulkarni www.nayankulkarni.com

‘Blade’, 2017, temporary installation of a B75 Turbine Blade, installed in Victoria Square in
Hull City Centre, commissioned for Look Up as part of Hull UK City of Culture, 2017
Nayan Kulkarni was trained in sculpture at the Slade School of Art and is currently a PhD candidate at
the Royal College of Art. His research is developing new ways to understand the complex formations of
experience and meaning generated by artificial light in the city. The perceptual, intellectual, ethical and
technological dimensions of light as medium and idea are fundamental elements in his research.
Nayan is interested in the effects and affects of cinematic imagining on human experience and the urban
environment. This interest is expressed in light, sound, video and performance based works in galleries and
the public realm. Diverse projects extend the scope of his work to context and place specific based artworks
in architecture and landscape. They deploy an extensive vocabulary grown from of an ongoing studio and
installation-based enquiry into perception and immersive control. His practice has resulted in some of the
most ambitious light works in the UK.
Recent works include: ‘A room for a pinoleptic’, 2020, London; ‘Chromophore’, 2020, Hull; ‘Pilgrim’, 2019,
Selby; ‘Maroon’, 2017, Leicester; ‘Blade’, 2017, Hull City of Culture; ‘Hryre’, 2012, Chester and ‘Mirrie Dancers’,
2012, Shetland.
Links
Read an interview with Nayan about ‘Blade’, 2017 by The Public Monuments and Sculpture Association
www.pmsa.org.uk/news/2019/4/9/nayan-kulkarni-blade
Video interview with Nayan about ‘Blade’, 2017
www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/video/exterior-interview-with-artist-nayan-kulkarni-about-the-newsfootage/638057452
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Hew Locke www.hewlocke.net

‘Ruined’, 2010, Brunswick Square, Bristol, commissioned by Bristol City Council and
produced by Situations. Photo: Jamie Woodley
Hew Locke (b. Edinburgh, UK, 1959) spent his formative years (1966–80) in Guyana before returning to
the UK to complete an MA in sculpture at the Royal College of Art (1994). Locke explores the languages of
colonial and post-colonial power, how different cultures fashion their identities through visual symbols of
authority, and how these representations are altered by the passage of time. These explorations have led
Locke to a wide range of subject matters, imagery and media, assembling sources across time and space in
his deeply layered artworks.
Coats-of-arms, public statuary, trophies, weaponry, naval warships and the costumes and regalia of state are
appropriated in Locke’s sculptures, wall hangings, installations and photographs in a continued deconstruction of
state power’s iconicity and histories. Particularly renowned are his early portraits of the Queen and other monarchical
figures, traditional symbols of imperial authority represented in order to consider its contemporary and commercial
relevance. These portraits, however, are just one motif in Locke’s ongoing examination of the economies of power.
More recently, Locke has explored ships as images, objects and also physical sites for artistic interventions, discovering
in the ship a potent symbolism as an instrument of control in warfare, trade and culture. He has also initiated a series
of altered share certificates, now-obsolete documents referring to this same violent, turbulent history of colonial trade,
ownership and power, as well as subtly referencing the contemporary art world’s participation in commodity culture.
Across his work, Locke’s ability to fuse existing material and historic sources with his own political or cultural concerns,
whether via visual juxtapositions or through the re-working of a pre-existing object or photograph, leads to witty and
innovative amalgamations of history and modernity. This layering of time is accompanied by a unique merging of
influences from the artist’s native Guyana and London, where Locke now lives and works, leading to richly textured,
visually vibrant pieces that stand on a crossroad of histories, cultures and media.
Locke has undertaken a number of high profile public art commissions including: ‘The Jurors’, 2015, a public
artwork at Runnymede commemorating the 800th anniversary of the sealing of the Magna Carta commissioned by
Surrey County Council and The National Trust; ‘Those in Peril on the Sea’, 2011, for the second Folkestone Triennial
commissioned by The Creative Foundation; ‘Ruined’, 2010 for Brunswick Square, Bristol commissioned by Bristol City
Council and produced by Situations and ‘Sikandar’, 2010 which was shortlisted for the Fourth Plinth, Trafalgar Square
in London. His work has also featured in solo and group shows nationally and internationally.
Links
A video from Hew’s most recent comprehensive 2019 retrospective at IKON Gallery in Birmingham discussing
studio based works: www.ikon-gallery.org/event/hew-locke
Videos describing the process of commissioning ‘The Jurors’, 2015 and the ideas behind the work:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5tW0YiWPMk
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yD12u-ehyvE
Video describing the process of making ‘Ruined’, 2010 in Bristol:
www.situations.org.uk/projects/hew-locke-ruined-2010

